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MONDAY Use the words equal to, more than, less than, 
most and least when represent numbers.

Which castle has the least 
windows?



MONDAY Use the words equal to, more than, less than, 
most and least when represent numbers.

Which field has the most
trees?





MONDAY 

Remember your capital letters, finger spaces and full 
stops when writing sentences. 



MONDAY 

Remember your capital letters, finger spaces and full 
stops when writing sentences. 

Miss Hill’s Sentence

Today I found a small red boat bobbing around on the lake at the park.

Can you write a better sentence?





Phonics





Phonics
Read the questions and 
answer yes/ no, then 
write two questions of 
your own and ask a grown 
up to answer them. 
Remember to include 
some words with the 
sounds aw, ie, ir.
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TUESDAY
Add one and two digit numbers to 20, 
including 0.

5 + 10 =  ____



TUESDAY
Add one and two digit numbers to 20, 
including 0.

10 + 2 =  ____





TUESDAY 



TUESDAY 

• Dark
• Dull
• Rainy
• Miserable
• Drizzly
• Stormy

Could you put at least one of these into a sentence 

to describe the picture?





Phonics





Phonics
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WEDNESDAY
Add one and two digit numbers to 20, 
including 0.

____ + =  ____

Claire Joe

How many 

marbles are 

there 

altogether?

____



WEDNESDAY
Add one and two digit numbers to 20, 
including 0.

____ + =  ____

Claire Joe

How many 

balls are 

there 

altogether?

____





WEDNESDAY
Words that end in –ed.
Words that tell us something happened in 
the past.



WEDNESDAY
Words that end in –ed.
Words that tell us something happened in 
the past.

Miss Hill’s sentence:

The little boat was battered on the rocks as it travelled to the
hidden island. 





Phonics
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THURSDAY
Subtract one-digit and two-digit 

numbers to 20, including 0.

- = __



THURSDAY
Subtract one-digit and two-digit 

numbers to 20, including 0.

- = __





THURSDAY Use the conjunctions ‘but’ and ‘because’



THURSDAY Use the conjunctions ‘but’ and ‘because’

Miss Hill’s sentence:

The little boat was broken but it didn’t matter
because a man had found it and was going to fix it.





Phonics
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FRIDAY
Subtract one-digit and two-digit 

numbers to 20, including 0.



FRIDAY
Subtract one-digit and two-digit 

numbers to 20, including 0.





FRIDAY Use verbs in a sentence.
A verb is an action word – doing word.



FRIDAY Use verbs in a sentence.
A verb is an action word – doing word.



FRIDAY Use verbs in a sentence.
A verb is an action word – doing word.

Miss Hill’s sentence:

The boat slowly sailed towards home.

It bounced and stumbled around on the waves as it zoomed to the land.

Can you write a better sentence?
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PHONICS



PROJECT 
FOR THE 

WEEK 

Science -

I want to take an ice lolly with me in the car on a 
picnic.

Which material will keep it cold the longest?

Can you get a few ice cubes and wrap them in 
different materials?

Which material makes the ice melt first?

Which material makes the ice melt the slowest?




